edical cohort studies are becoming increasingly common, thanks partly to the availability of and recent improvements in medical-imaging technologies. Such observational studies follow one or more groups of people (samples), called cohorts, over time. Researchers use these studies to evaluate medical hypotheses in samples sharing characteristics-for example, being healthy-or presenting specific risk factors, to better understand the absolute risks of certain pathologies and of the pathology development. Because the data is often acquired over longer time periods, following strictly defined protocols, cohort studies aren't trivial to set up. So, they're often designed to deliver a larger variety of data than the focus of the initial study. Later, this data can be the basis for retrospective analyses, evaluating further sets of hypotheses. Hypothesis evaluation based on cohort-study data often involves appropriately designed data extraction, transformation, and fusion methods. However, not much technology supports flexible, open-ended exploration of such data, mostly because of that data's heterogeneity. A dataset might contain both image and nonimage (quantitative, often image-derived) data, which in turn could be categorical or numerical and defined on domains that only partly overlap. Owing to the complexities that this heterogeneity poses, analysts often must limit their attention to data subsets, making the analysis lose the overall relationships within different modalities. Integrating all the available data within one visual-analysis tool that lets experts seamlessly combine such data on demand should help them explore heterogeneous data, generate and verify hypotheses, and accelerate their research workflow.
cause of that data's heterogeneity. A dataset might contain both image and nonimage (quantitative, often image-derived) data, which in turn could be categorical or numerical and defined on domains that only partly overlap. Owing to the complexities that this heterogeneity poses, analysts often must limit their attention to data subsets, making the analysis lose the overall relationships within different modalities. Integrating all the available data within one visual-analysis tool that lets experts seamlessly combine such data on demand should help them explore heterogeneous data, generate and verify hypotheses, and accelerate their research workflow.
To meet the challenges of visualizing cohortstudy data, we developed a data-cube-based model that supports heterogeneous data. A prototype application illustrates how this model lets users generate hypotheses and quickly analyze the relations between otherwise unconnected data parts.
The Scenario
One of our goals is to enable the explorative visualization and analysis of data acquired as part of a longitudinal study on cognitive aging. In that study, the researchers recruited more than 100 healthy individuals through advertisements in local newspapers. (The mean age was 60.8, with a standard deviation of 7.8; 65 percent of the evenThis approach enables the visual exploration and analysis of large amounts of heterogeneous data, helping to generate and validate hypotheses. It uses a data-cube-based model to handle overlapping data subsets. This enables seamless integration of the data during visualization and the linking of spatial and nonspatial views of the data.
tual participants were females.) The researchers interviewed the respondents to exclude those reporting previous or present neurological or psychiatric disorders, a history of substance abuse, or other significant medical conditions.
The researchers examined the participants twice, first in 2004 or 2005 and then in 2008. They underwent neuropsychological testing, genetic analysis (however, this data wasn't available for the research we report here), and multimodal magnetic-resonance (MR) imaging. Each examination produced data on ■ white matter fiber integrity, expressed by anisotropy measures computed from diffusion tensor imaging;
■ cortical and subcortical gray matter measures, automatically calculated from structural MR images; and ■ the results of the neuropsychological tests, including the California Verbal Learning TestSecond Edition, the color-word interference test, the digit-symbol substitution task from the WAIS-R (a revised version of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale), and the mini-mental state examination.
The neuropsychological evaluation confirmed that the participants showed no symptoms indicating mild cognitive impairment or dementia. A detailed description of the study protocol and previous selected analyses of this longitudinal study appear elsewhere.
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A Heterogeneous Dataset
This study produced a number of measures related to different aspects of the study. One specific challenge regarding data exploration and analysis is that the measures' domains overlapped only partially. Taking a scatterplot as an example, how should we combine two heterogeneous measures? In our case, these measures could be ■ the white matter fiber's fractional anisotropy (FA), which describes the degree of anisotropy of water diffusion along a fiber, defined for each segment of each fiber bundle, and ■ the cortex thickness, for each cortical region in the left and right brain hemispheres.
This partial incompatibility of the data domains proved to be one, if not the key, challenge of this research. To meet this challenge, we developed a way to seamlessly combine heterogeneous measures on the fly.
Representing Abstract and Physical Data
In such studies, certain measures, such as white matter FA or gray matter region volume, are quantitative abstract measures related to physical (anatomical) entities. For these entities, additional qualitative data is often also acquired, such as the bundle trajectories or brain region meshes or volumes. Although analyses are often performed on the quantitative measures, it occasionally becomes necessary to fetch and inspect the related anatomical data, to explain, for example, data outliers or to see how certain conditions affect the anatomy.
Domain experts would benefit from a system that can link different types of data and bring up the appropriate datasets on demand-for example, in linked views. Also, when dealing with abstract views of measures related to physical entities, domain experts often need to relate selected groups of entities to their physical location in those views. To ease this process, we propose using a view with an atlas-an illustrative physical model of the entities that is linked to the other views. The atlas places the selections' content in its physical context, to improve the understanding of the data. We describe our implementation of this atlas later.
The Data-Cube-Based Model
In the typical workflow for analyzing cohort-study data, researchers first manually extract the pieces of data to analyze from the dataset (for example, using custom scripts or programs for each analysis). Then, they process the extracted data, using mathematical and statistical packages. Finally, they either use custom scripts to plot the data or import the results into applications that can plot the data.
The first, and perhaps biggest, challenge in designing an interactive visualization system targeted at this problem is storing the acquired data in a way that allows fast, flexible access, retaining the meta-information expressing the relationships between the different pieces of data. Organizing the data in a relational database, similarly to Martijn Steenwijk and his colleagues' approach, 2 is probably the first solution at hand and possibly the easiest to design from scratch. (For more on Steenwijk and his colleagues' research, see the sidebar.)
However, this approach is relatively inflexible: it binds the database schema to the study's specific structure, together with the queries associated with that study. Using such a system to analyze a different dataset would require redefining the database schema and reprogramming the logic for data access. In addition, processing the queried data with mathematical or statistical methods that aren't Feature Article implemented in the database itself would require an additional application layer into which the data should be loaded. This would void the benefits of using a relational database. Finally, from a performance viewpoint, using a relational database to perform complex queries touching all the rows on a large amount of data quickly becomes a performance bottleneck in interactive operations. This is even more problematic when the analysis uses item selection and measure filtering based on multiple attributes, requiring table joins.
With Polaris, Chris Stolte and Pat Hanrahan showed how a visualization system can work with data organized in a n-dimensional, possibly hierarchical, data cube. 3 Such cubes are called OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing) cubes in the field of data warehousing. Complex queries can execute up to 100 times faster with OLAP cubes as compared with relational databases. 4 However, a single, hierarchical data-cube organization shows its limitations when the dataset and its dimensionality become heterogeneous.
Dimensions, Measures, and Entities
We construct data cubes using categorical attributes as dimensions and storing quantitative numerical values as measures. 3 The dimensions and measures are basically independent and dependent variables, respectively; we use dimension coordinates to access the measures. After assigning an order to a cube's dimensions, we can implement the cube as an in-memory n-dimensional array. For example, for the measure fibersegment.fa for segments of white matter fiber bundles, we use a floating-point array of n = 4 dimensions: subjects, years, fiberbundles, and fibersegments.
Unlike the model proposed for Polaris, we introduce a third concept: entity. An entity is a row in a database table; quantitative row fields are the measures for that entity. For example, the measure fibersegment.fa would be related to the entity fibersegment. When we define a data selection, it contains selection values for entities, which are propagated to the measures related to it when necessary.
Multiple Cubes and Seamless Dimension Aggregation
Because cohort-study data is heterogeneous, measures are collected for entities that don't share the same set of dimensions. In our case, when refer-M ost visualization research-particularly medical visualization-has focused on visualizing individual datasets. The visualization of data from population studies hasn't seen much research until recently. Stefan Bruckner and his colleagues presented a system to retrieve and visualize anatomical brain data of Drosophila. 1 This system combines a novel way to perform visual queries with a volumerendering solution called Maximum Intensity Difference Accumulation. Fleur Jeanquartier and Adreas Holzinger developed a visual-analytics approach for cell physiology to support exploration and sensemaking.
2 Martijn Steenwijk and his colleagues devised a visual-analytics framework for querying and visualizing cohort-study data consisting of imaging and nonimaging data for each subject. 3 They preprocessed the data and stored it in a searchable relational database, on which a visual interface performed dynamic queries. Klaus-Martin Simonic and his colleagues presented a visualization system that employs longitudinal data to improve diagnosis and treatment for healthcare patients. 4 Few other visual-analysis methods have been proposed for analyzing higher-dimensional and heterogeneous data. Chris North and his colleagues introduced visualization schemas to concurrently analyze different sources of information in relational databases. 5 Their system lets users build coordinated visualizations similarly to constructing relational data schemas. More recently, Chris Weaver used cross-filtered views to interactively drill down into multidimensional relationships among datasets. 6 His method visualizes different variables in particular views and cross-filters brushes in these views to discover complex relationships.
ring to entities, we can talk of white matter fiber segments, grey matter subcortical regions, and grey matter cortical regions, as well as neuro psychological tests.
As Figure 1 shows, the dimensions' sets of measures only partially overlap, with only two dimensions in common: subjects and years. The standard way to organize these data into a data cube would be to build a denormalized cube characterized by all the dimensions in the dataset, which would contain all the data. However, when the data is significantly heterogeneous, denormal ization might lead to an explosion of the memory requirements.
We employ a twofold solution to this problem. First, we store all the data in multiple, normalized data cubes, to eliminate information redundancy and minimize the memory occupancy. Second, we perform runtime aggregation of the measures' data cubes, which occurs when the data in dif ferent entities' cubes must be combined or cross checked. This aggregation is also called datacube projection 3 (see Figure 2 ). In our model (see Figure 3) , the aggregation engine executes on the fly to reduce the cubes' dimensions to their largest common subset. The engine does so without any embedded knowledge of the relations between measures. Such knowl edge would be necessary if we used a relational model for the data. This is because the system would need to incorporate knowledge about each database schema, together with logic for perform ing the operations. 
Feature Article
When a visualization incorporates multiple measures (for example, in a scatterplot, parallel coordinate view, or curve view), our model aggregates each measure across those dimensions not belonging to the intersection. For the moment, we can consider the mean as a measure aggregator, but several other options exist, such as different statistic estimators that users can select.
In certain cases, changing the level of detail is also useful. To allow this, we enable selecting which common dimension to keep during aggregation. This is similar to a roll-up operation, except we treat the dimensions' structure as not having a hierarchy.
Even if some dimensions might embed a hierarchy, others are independent. For example, it's easy to imagine that subjects is independent from other dimensions, whereas fiberbundles and fibersegments are logically nested because segments are part of a bundle. However, an imposed hierarchy for all the dimensions would be useful to represent the data in a tree-like visualization and let users navigate the dataset.
To compute such a hierarchy, we group entities recursively by the number of common dimensions, with each group reflecting dimensions occurring in the same number of entities. By letting the dimensions that occur in more entities float higher in the tree hierarchy, and then proceeding recursively on subgroups, we can generate a complete hierarchy. Having defined this hierarchy, we can represent the measures in our cohort-study data as in Figure 1 .
Selection-Based Filtering
Obtaining an aggregate of a measure over one or more dimensions (for example, over a whole brain) might not always produce specific-enough data to answer questions of interest. To enable more focused analyses, selection techniques can be used to restrict the processed or visualized data to specific subsets. An example is the Polaris specifications, introduced for defining selections. 3 Interactive visual analysis has also introduced the related concept of brushing, which selects items with certain characteristics (for example, fitting certain ranges on specific measures) by defining a visual brush over a view of the data. Brushes contain a selection value for each data item, either binary to indicate whether the item is selected or a percentage indicating the item's relevance for the selection.
Our model employs brushing. Because we use data cubes, the brush becomes a data cube itself, in which each item contains the related entity's tag information. In our case, having several entities in the dataset generates an additional challenge. When tagging one entity, we must propagate the selection to the other entities that share at least one dimension with the tagged entity.
For example, consider a selection of only those white matter fiber segments above a certain FA threshold. Such selection doesn't necessarily involve all the examinations or even all the subjects. Suppose the user wants to combine only items in this selection with the measure of cortical thickness. Our model must propagate this selection to the entity corticalregion, knowing that the entities corticalregion and fibersegment share the dimensions subjects and years. This must be done such that only those (subjects, years) coordinate pairs selected in one entity are selected in the other one too.
In our model, a brush on one entity can be propagated to any other entity that has some dimensions in common. First, the brushed is projected onto the dimensions it has in common with the other entity. To do this, we use the max operator, which produces, for each set of items being aggregated along one aggregation coordinate, the equivalent of a Boolean value indicating whether at least one item was selected. This scheme also lets users combine multiple selections using Boolean logic, giving them the necessary flexibility to build expressive item selections.
Once users have defined a selection, they can use it in two ways. First, they can visually highlight the selection in the views and thus compare it with the whole dataset or other selections. Second, because most views are built on aggregated data cubes, users can steer (filter) this aggregation using a selection as a filter. When this happens, only those items that are tagged in the selection are aggregated. In this way, users can cross-check carefully selected information from the dataset with other aspects, letting them analyze virtually any aspect of the dataset.
Unrolling Dimensions
Using a system that implements our model interactively is a flexible way to cross-analyze a variety of information in heterogeneous datasets. In some cases, however, the analysis can benefit from automating certain steps, such as repeating selected tests or analyses using a scheme the user defined on different data, or with varying parameters or methods. In essence, this extends purely interactive visual analysis by using it as an analysis-setup tool to define what type of actions to automate.
Such extension results in what you could call iterated visual analysis.
For example, consider correlating age with the subcortical-region volume. The user could first define a selection-for example, by filtering specific ages or other parameters such as IQ. The user could then employ this selection to filter the aggregation, which could conclude the interactive analysis.
However, it's also interesting to have details of how the volume of each subcortical region correlates with age. So, the user might want to combine the interactively specified selection with another one, selecting a specific subcortical region, and then repeat this process for every subcortical region. To ease this process and help produce comparable results, we propose a method to automatically dissect and process the measures in a specific view. This method iteratively slabs each measure's data cube along the dimensions specific to that cube (that is, not belonging to the set of common dimensions).
In our previous example, the only noncommon dimension in a view containing only the age and the subcortical-region volume is subcorti calregions because both the years and sub jects dimensions are common to both entities (see Figure 1) . We use the expression "unrolling a dimension" to mean automatically generating a sequence of selections for an entity having that dimension. Each such selection tags only data items along one specific coordinate of that dimension. Users can unroll one or more of the noncommon dimensions in the view. The automatically generated selection is combined with any user-specified one before aggregation and further analysis occur.
However, dimension unrolling generates a large amount of data. We currently deal with it by outputting only the analyses results, such as regression or correlation values. We used this technique in the case studies we describe later.
Visualizing Aggregates
For our cohort study, visualizing the content of selections and other parameters in the context of the brain's anatomy can be useful. Practical examples would be visualizing which parts of the white matter fiber bundles are within a certain range of anisotropy or where certain properties (for example, sensitivity to aging) are.
To represent statistical information for a selection in physical space, we propose using a physical atlas of what the data refer to. In our case, this is a brain atlas. The selection aggregation then takes place on the dimensions in the atlas.
Our Model's Performance and Limitations
We compared the performance of our model and a relational database (SQLite) on simple queries involving aggregation. With the dataset we introduced earlier (approximately 50 Mbytes in SQLite form, including only the quantitative measures), operations were more than 10 times faster with our data model than with SQLite. For example, operations on the largest cube, comprising approximately 500,000 rows, took 260 ms with our model and 2,700 ms with SQLite.
However, data cubes can provide such performance only when the data fits the system memory, and our model currently doesn't support out-ofcore data. For datasets that don't fit the system memory, we must still rely on standard database management systems, but with the awareness that new solutions will be necessary to allow systems such as this to perform interactively.
The Prototype
We created our prototype to explore and analyze selected aspects of the brain-aging dataset. It's a coordinated-multiple-view application implementing linking and brushing on top of our aggregation engine (see Figure 4) . To visualize and cross-check measures on demand and in different views, users drag items from the measure browser window (see Figure 4a ) and drop them into the view of choice. To initialize and modify selections, they brush on the views. To employ selections as filters, users drag a selection into a view, using the selection manager (see Figure 4b) . A dialog box opens in which users choose the measure to filter, triggering the filtered aggregation.
To present selections and statistical information in physical space, users can map aggregated statistics onto the brain atlas (see Figure 4g ). For simplification, the atlas comprises the brain of a representative subject S and the fine-grained parceling of its cortical and subcortical white and gray matter. A more sophisticated approach would require averaging brain regions across all subjects and computing average fiber tracts.
Instead of displaying all the fibers of S (>20,000), we compute a representative fiber for each fiber bundle. This reduces visual clutter and facilitates the mapping of statistics, aggregated across all fibers of a bundle and all subjects. Previous research suggests choosing the longest fiber traveling though the densest parts of the bundle as the representative fiber. 5 We apply this approach directly to homogenous bundles-that is, all fibers following a similar course. For heterogeneous bundles, we subdivide a bundle by grouping similar fibers, using spectral clustering, 6 and compute each group's representative. We extracted the white matter measures (such as FA) in our data after subdividing each fiber into 100 segments of equal length, to allow tract analysis. So, we also divide each representative fiber into 100 segments, letting the system map the measures to each segment individually.
We assign a unique color and add halos to each segment to enhance the visual separation of the representatives. We then encode the aggregated values, upon normalization, by modifying each segment's color saturation (high values result in high saturation). The original longitudinal study also included segmentations and related measures for brain regions that we extracted using Freesurfer (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu). To display these measures, the prototype constructs an isosurface for each segmented region. We enhance the visual separation of brain regions by assigning unique colors according to Freesurfer's color table. We then map a measured value, upon normalization, by modifying the surface transparency (high values result in high opacity). Finally, we superimpose a highly transparent outer surface of the brain to augment the overall atlas visualization.
Case Studies and Evaluation
To evaluate our model, we first conducted a design requirements phase with a neurologist and two neuropsychologists to gather their initial impressions and feature requests. They received the prototype with strong interest. Because of its flexibility and simplicity in performing data selection and cross-analysis, they saw it as a practical alternative to the current, laborious way of analyzing data, which extracts the values by various means into separate tables and loads them into commercial statistical packages or tools. They also wanted to be able to get a detailed description for the selections, save and load them, and export filtered data.
After incorporating the experts' suggestions into the prototype, we performed two evaluation sessions, one with a neurologist and one with a neuropsychologist. Each session had three parts.
First, we thoroughly explained the prototype application and the underlying data model. We then asked questions about the model to ensure that the participant understood it. This part of the sessions was successful; each participant could explain the difference between our model and the tablebased model normally used in statistical analysis, in which rows are observations and columns are variates. Neither participant was familiar with relational databases or OLAP cubes. During this part of the sessions, we also ensured that each participant understood the application functionalities.
The second part comprised a neurological case study and a neuropsychological case study. We aimed to ■ verify that our model could produce the same results obtainable with a standard analysis workflow, but faster, and
■ prove that our model could help generate new hypotheses.
In the third part, we asked the experts specific questions to assess our method.
The Neurological Case Study
With the neurologist, we first tried to confirm or reject three hypotheses that had been previously statistically evaluated: 7 ■ The anterior callosal fibers are more sensitive to age-related anisotropy decline than the posterior portion of the corpus callosum, called the splenium.
■ The superior fibers are more sensitive to age-related anisotropy decline than the inferior fibers.
■ The corticospinal tract is insensitive to agerelated anisotropy decline.
To confirm the hypotheses, we selected the fibers under investigation. We used these selections as filters in scatterplots of the subjects' age and the fiber segments' FA. In these scatterplots (see Figure  5) , each point represents a single subject examination; the other dimensions are aggregated for each measure. For fibersegment.fa, we filtered the aggregation using the selections. The system automatically computed the Pearson's r value of the two measures (one aggregated using the filter); the p-value, which was below 0.05 except for the corticospinal tract (which therefore didn't show a statistically significant correlation); and the regression line. The regression analysis also provided the regression coefficient and the sum of squared errors (SSE) as a metric for the goodness of fit.
Figures 5a and 5b show that the corpus callosum's posterior portion was less prone to age than the anterior portion. But, contrary to our expectations, Figures 5c and 5d show that the superior fibers were less prone to age than the inferior fibers. This could suggest the new hypothesis that language functions stay normal whereas the visual integration might decline in the sample under examination. Such a hypothesis, however, requires further investigation. Figure 5e confirms that the corticospinal tract was relatively insensitive to age.
Next, we investigated the relation between the anisotropy decline in the white matter fiber tracts and age. We looked at the correlation coefficient and regression coefficient between FA and age. Figure 5f shows the results; a significant negative correlation (-0.407) existed. The regression coefficient
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(-0.001) was small because we hadn't normalized the data, but the regressor (the red line) provides a better picture of the trend than the value alone.
Once we discovered that these aspects were worth investigating, we used unrolling to evaluate this relationship selectively for each fiber bundle. The system estimated these statistics for the chosen measure by iterating over a user-specified dimension-in our case, fiberbundles. Figures 6a and 6b present these estimates. It's easy to spot one fiber (the fornix) that goes against the general declining trend, also showing a bad fitting (SSE).
To inspect the fornix fiber bundle, we manually created a selection by slabbing the data cube along the fornix coordinate of the fiberbundles dimension. We used that selection to filter the aggregation. In the resulting scatterplot (see Figure 6c ), we detected several zero values, probably due to missing data. This told us we should either discard the information for this fiber or filter out the missing data using a selection. We opted to clean the data by brushing the scatterplot to exclude the incorrect values. This led to opposite results (see Figure 6d ), in line with the overall decline (the dashed line in Figures 6a and 6b indicate these results). Also, the corticospinal tracts seemed to have been particularly insensitive to age decline, whereas other tracts (anterior callosal fibers and inferior longitudinal fasciculi) declined strongly.
Finally, two corresponding tracts, the left and right occipitofrontal fasciculi, weren't homogeneous. The right one showed a more pronounced anisotropy decline, even though the tracts are anatomically symmetrical. This finding should be investigated to verify the fibers' geometrical path along which the measures have been sampled, to possibly formulate a new hypothesis regarding this phenomenon.
The Neuropsychological Case Study
With the neuropsychologist, we tried to verify the relation between the volume of the cortex's frontal regions and performance of the Stroop task. In this task, names of colors are displayed on a screen, but the text's color doesn't match the name. The subject is then asked to say either the projected name or the text's color, and the reaction times are measured. We focused on this task because researchers have discovered a functional correlation between these brain regions and the Stroop effect, using functional-imaging techniques. 8 So, we would expect that subjects with smaller frontal cortices would perform worse. Figure 7a shows a scatterplot of cortical gray matter volume and Stroop task scores (higher is worse). We expected and saw a general decline (smaller cortical regions caused worse performance).
Then, we created a selection with the frontalpole cortical area and filtered the aggregation accordingly. The resulting plot showed a minor increase in the correlation and regression slopes (cir- cled in red in Figure 7b ). This result confirmed a mild correlation between the volume of the frontalpole cortical area and Stroop task performance. However, the aggregated result told us there must be other cortical regions whose decline was even more correlated with the Stroop task results.
So, we used unrolling to get an overview of how each cortical region correlated with the Stroop task scores. We used a table widget to display the resulting statistics (Pearson's r, the p value, the nonnormalized regression coefficient, and the SSE), letting us sort the rows by a chosen column (see Figure 7b , sorted by the r value). Sorting by the r value revealed that the parahippocampal cortical region, for which no known hypotheses have been formulated, showed the strongest correlation between its volume and the Stroop task scores. According to the neuropsychologist, this was a new finding. However, it requires further investigation because we performed this analysis on raw data that wasn't corrected for basic skills.
At that point, we wondered whether the data showed any relation between the Stroop task scores and the cortical thickness, because thickness has been shown to correlate with the level of cognitive functions. 9 We proceeded as before, plotting the cortical thickness against the Stroop task scores (see Figure 7c) . A general decline was visible, but weaker than with the cortical volume.
We then used unrolling to get an overview of how each cortical region correlated with the Stroop task scores (see Figure 7d ). In this case, the frontal-pole cortical area showed a stronger correlation than the overall cortical thickness. However, the task performance seemed even more affected by other areas, most notably the superiortemporal cortical region. This finding is also new and requires further investigation to formulate a hypothesis on this phenomenon.
Assessing the Model
We asked the participants these questions:
1. Is our prototype useful for data exploration? 2. Is it useful for generating new hypotheses? 3. Can it answer specific questions? 4. Could it replace your current tools?
Regarding question 1, both participants stated that such a tool, able to quickly yet flexibly load and combine all the measures from such large studies, would certainly help data exploration.
Regarding question 2, the participants were particularly positive. The key aspects they regarded as the most useful in generating new hypotheses were ■ having all the data at hand in one tool, ■ ease of use, and ■ being able to fire queries within the tool.
What impressed them the most was that they could automatically generate relevant selections in an iterated way while processing the data with a specific statistical method.
Regarding question 3, which is related to question 4, the participants felt that our system effectively performed basic multivariate statistical analysis. However, they stated that they rarely use only basic multivariate statistics. Rather, they include advanced techniques to assess relations between two or more measures. In addition, the neuropsychologist rarely uses the raw data alone but often combines multiple measures into more advanced descriptors (for example, correcting test results for the basic subject skills). However, both participants appreciated our model's fast, flexible selection and filtering because they select the subjects to include in an analysis on the basis of parameters that vary from case to case.
The conclusion for questions 3 and 4 was that an ideal tool would combine our model with more advanced data-derivation and statistical-analysis tools. This is a good lesson learned. Actually, we had already embraced that direction by embedding the R software environment into our prototype, even if not all the requested methods are bound to the prototype yet.
M
edical cohort studies are an excellent starting point for exploratory data analysis because most of the data acquisitions are standardized before specific hypotheses are formulated. Often, these studies are designed to provide enough heterogeneous data such that researchers can retrospectively test a large set of hypotheses on them. Consequently, hypothesis generation related to population studies becomes a challenge.
Our research has demonstrated that an exploratory interface that can flexibly link different aspects of the data, even if they aren't given with respect to exactly the same domain, can help swiftly identify new and possibly promising research hypotheses. We've also showed that this approach can enable a first quick analysis of the identified hypotheses, leading to an accelerated analysis methodology for such rich, versatile data.
Our prototype's features are still relatively limited, but such an application could benefit from a broad spectrum of functionalities. We plan to continue in this research direction and extend this tool's capabilities.
We also plan to import the genetic-analysis data we mentioned before and integrate 2D and 3D graph views of brain connectivity. In addition, we're trying to more thoroughly evaluate the system in terms of new requirements, particularly from a statistical and data-mining perspective. Finally, we plan to include the retrieval and visualization of patient-specific image data, to assess whether outliers originate in the image data or result from an erroneous derivation process. 
